


























The Central authorities of China will not alter the existing political 

system in Tibet nor will they alter the established status, functions and 

powers of the Dalai Lama. 

The religious beliefs, customs and habits of the Tibetan people shall be 

respected and lama Monasteries shall be protected. 

Sir, those are some of the articles of the Sino-Tibetan Agreement of 

1951. 

The beginning of the present crisis in Tibet goes back to 1950.Sir, in 

that year it was my privilege to be on the Indian delegation to the 

United Nations. When in November of that year, reports came out of 

China of Chinese forces advancing towards Lhasa, the suggestion was 

made by one of the members at the United Nations to the Steering 

Committee, which was in charge of the Agenda of the General 

Assembly of that year, that Tibet be included on the Agenda. 

 

Tibet in the United Nations 

The Leader of the Indian Delegation under instructions from the 

umably on the basis of reports 

Peking at that time — Sardar 

Panikkar — gave the assur.00e to the Steering Committee that then 

Chinese forces had halted at Chamdo, some three hundred miles from 

Lhasa, and that they had no intention of going further. And, Sir, it was 

on that assur.00e given by the Leader of the Indian Delegation to the 

Steering Committee that the proposal to discuss Tibet in that session 

was dropped. What happened subsequently? Only a few months later, 

in the spring of 1951, the Chinese forces resumed their advance 

towards Lhasa. A Tibetan Delegation was summoned to Peking. It 

went through New Delhi. There was, I think, some delay in the Tibetan 

Delegation leaving New Delhi for Peking because of certain tr.0sport 

or tr.0sit difficulties in Hong Kong  en route. The Chinese Government, 



I regret to say, even on that occasion very readily attributed unworthy 

motives to the Government of India and suggested that the delay was 

due to foreign influences being at wok in New Delhi. When the 

Delegation reached Peking, it was asked to sign an agreement which 

had already been drawn up. The Tibetan Delegation was reminded that 

there was already established in Lhasa Chinese Military Headquarters 

and the Delegation was asked to sign on the dotted line. After that, 

Sir, who are the people who keep other people under duress and make 

them sign statements? 

  

The Charge of Expansionism 

It seems to me a matter of very great distress that charges of 

intervention and of expansionism should be made against India, after 

the experience of China during the 

Sinoelasi wast cen ro metervefe wa Lhbetan,ueeple under duress and make 






















